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Abstract— This paper describes a novel virtual signal 

injection (VSI) based direct flux vector control (DFVC) for 
maximum torque per ampere (MTPA) operation of interior 
permanent magnet synchronous machine (IPMSM) in 
constant torque region. The proposed method virtually 
injects a small high frequency current angle signal for 
tracking the optimal flux amplitude of MTPA operation. 
This control scheme is not affected by the accuracy of flux 
observer and independent of machine parameters in 
tracking the MTPA points and will not cause additional iron 
loss, copper loss and torque ripple as a result of real signal 
injection. Moreover, by employing a band-pass filter with a 
narrow frequency range the proposed control scheme is 
also robust to current and voltage harmonics, and load 
torque disturbances. The proposed method is verified by 
simulations and experiments under various operating 
conditions on a prototype IPMSM drive system. 

 
Index Terms— Direct flux vector control, interior 

permanent magnet synchronous machine (IPMSM) drives, 
maximum torque per ampere (MTPA), signal injection, 
virtual signal injection (VSI). 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

NTERIOR permanent magnet synchronous motors (IPMSM) 
have many attractive advantages in high performance drive 

applications due to their high power density, high efficiency [1], 
and wide constant power speed range [2]. To control the 
IPMSM, either field oriented control (FOC) in the rotor 
synchronous reference (d-q) frame or direct torque control 
(DTC) [3]–[6] and direct flux vector control (DFVC) [7]–[9] in 
the flux and torque (f-t) reference frame can be adopted. 
Compared with d-q frame based control schemes, the f-t frame 
based control schemes not only can manage motor voltage in 
field weakening region without look-up tables of current or flux 
references [10] but also has better performance in field 
weakening [11], fast torque response [12], and higher torque 
control accuracy. 

In order to operate IPMSM in constant torque region 
effectively, the maximum torque per ampere (MTPA) control is 
necessary. In literature, the MTPA strategies for d-q frame 
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based control scheme are well studied. However, the MTPA 
control strategies for f-t frame based control schemes are less 
reported. Different from d-q frame based MTPA control 
schemes, the performances of f-t frame based MTPA control 
schemes are not only dependent on the accuracy of commands 
generated by the MTPA control schemes, but also dependent on 
the accuracy of flux observer.  

Currently, the MTPA operations for f-t frame based control 
schemes are similar to the d-q frame based schemes. However, 
instead of controlling d-axis current or current angle in d-q 
frame based MTPA control, the MTPA operation for f-t frame 
based control schemes is mainly achieved by controlling the 
reference flux amplitude. The reference flux amplitude for 
MTPA operation can either be calculated based on 
mathematical model [13] or generated from pre-defined 
look-up tables which are obtained from numerical machine 
model or experiments [8]. However, in real applications, the 
parameters of IPMSM are highly nonlinear and uncertain [14]. 
Therefore, it is almost impossible to obtain accurate reference 
flux amplitude according to predefined look-up tables or 
mathematical model. 

Recently, new methods base on the principle of extremum 
seeking control (ESC) [15]–[17] for tracking the MTPA points 
by injecting high-frequency current signals into machines have 
been reported. In [18], a signal injection based MTPA point 
tracking scheme in the f-t frame was proposed. In order to avoid 
the residual torque harmonic at the frequency of the injected 
signal, a random signal was injected into reference flux 
amplitude instead of the pure sinusoidal signal injection. And 
the MTPA points were tracked based on the fact that the current 
amplitude variation with respect to injected reference flux 
amplitude perturbation at MTPA points is zero [18]. However, 
this method may induce additional iron/copper loss as well as 
additional torque ripple as a result of the injected signal. 
Moreover similar to other f-t frame based control techniques, 
this method did not consider the influence of flux observer error 
on MTPA operations.  

In this paper, a f-t frame based control scheme employing the 
newly reported virtual signal injection (VSI) [19]–[21] in d-q 
frame is proposed for the MTPA operation of IPMSM drives in 
constant torque region. Without loss of generality, the direct 
flux vector control scheme is selected to demonstrate the 
proposed control scheme. The proposed control scheme retains 
the advantages of the f-t frame based control schemes but 
eliminates the problems associated with real signal injection. 
Moreover, the proposed control scheme is robust to flux 
observer error and motor parameters inaccuracy in tracking 
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MTPA points. 

II. PRINCIPLE OF PROPOSED CONTROL SCHEME 

Control schemes of IPMSM drives can be based on the flux 
and torque (f-t) reference frame whose relationship with respect 
to the classic (d-q) frame is illustrated in Fig. 1. The f-axis is 
aligned with the stator flux vector while the t-axis leads the 
f-axis by 90 degrees. Both the d-q frame and f-t frame rotate in 
synchronism with the rotor and their angular displacements 
with respected to the stationary Į-axis are 肯勅  and 肯勅 髪 絞 , 
respectively.  

 

 
Fig. 1.  g-く reference frame, f-t reference frame and d-q reference 
frame. 

 

A. Mathematical model of IPMSM 

The mathematical model of an IPMSM in the d-q reference 
frame can be expressed in (1) to (3) when high order harmonics 
are neglected. 詣鳥  and 詣槌  in (1) to (3) are the d- and q-axis 
inductances, 懸鳥  and 懸槌  are the d- and q-axis voltages, and 件鳥 
and 件槌  are the d- and q-axis currents, respectively. 皇陳  is the 
flux linkage due to permanent magnets, R is the stator 
resistance, p is the number of pole pairs, 劇勅  is the 
electromagnetic torque and 降陳 is rotor angular speed. 懸槌 噺 詣槌 穴件槌穴建 髪 迎件槌 髪 喧降陳詣鳥件鳥 髪 喧降陳皇陳 (1) 懸鳥 噺 詣鳥 穴件鳥穴建 髪 迎件鳥 伐 喧降陳詣槌件槌 (2) 劇勅 噺 ぬ喧に 岷皇陳件槌 髪 盤詣鳥 伐 詣槌匪件槌件鳥峅 (3) 

In the field oriented control scheme, for a given torque 
demand, there is a unique set of optimal d- and q-axis currents 
for MTPA operation, and the optimal d- and q-axis currents are 
controlled by two current feedback loops.  

To achieve the direct control of stator flux and torque, the 
mathematical model of an IPMSM can be expressed in the f-t 
reference frame in (4) to (8) [22], where 懸捗 and 懸痛 are the f- and 
t-axis voltages, and 件捗  and 件痛  are the f- and t-axis currents, 
respectively. 皇鎚 is the stator flux vector amplitude, and  is the 
angle of the stator flux vector with respect to the d-axis. 荊鎮沈陳 is 
the current limit.  懸捗 噺 迎件捗 髪 穴皇鎚穴建  (4) 懸痛 噺 迎件痛 髪 皇鎚 磐喧降陳 髪 穴絞穴建 卑 (5) 劇勅 噺 ぬに 喧皇鎚件痛 (6) 謬荊鎮沈陳態 伐 件捗態 半 件痛 (7) 

ぬに 喧皇鎚謬荊鎮沈陳態 伐 件捗態 半 劇勅 (8) 

An f-t frame based control scheme can be formulated by 
controlling 皇鎚 and 件痛 when the stator flux is estimated by a flux 
observer. The reference flux amplitude for MTPA operations 
may be generated from a numerical model of the IPMSM and 
the data is stored in the controller in a look-up table. However, 
the reference flux amplitude may deviate from the MTPA value 
when the flux map of the actual machine differs from the model 
because of temperature variation and other modeling errors. 
Although this problem may partly be circumvented by the 
signal injection control proposed in [18], the flux observer error 
may bring additional control error which affects MTPA 
operations. Further, in the field oriented control, a deviation of 
d-axis current from its true MTPA point only affects the second 
term in (3). Hence the resulting torque control error is relatively 
small. With the f-t frame based control, errors in 皇鎚, whether it 
is generated from the reference or from the observer, will cause 
larger torque deviation as is evident from (6). Therefore, the 
MTPA operation in the f-t frame is more sensitive to flux errors 
and the accuracy of MTPA control is more difficult to be 
guaranteed. 

B. Relationship between 皇鎚暢脹牒凋 and 紅暢脹牒凋 

For a given current amplitude, 荊銚 , in (9), the relationship 
between 劇勅  and the current angle, 紅  defined in (10), can be 
expressed in (11).  荊銚 噺 謬件鳥態 髪 件槌態 (9) 紅 噺 欠堅潔潔剣嫌 磐件槌荊銚卑 (10) 劇勅 噺 ぬ喧に 釆皇陳荊銚 cos岫紅岻 伐 なに 盤詣鳥 伐 詣槌匪荊銚態 sin岫に紅岻挽 (11) 

The optimal current angle, 紅暢脹牒凋, for MTPA operation is 
obtained when 項劇勅 項紅エ  is equal to zero. The MTPA stator flux 
amplitude, 皇鎚暢脹牒凋, for given current amplitude is expressed in 
(12).    皇鎚暢脹牒凋噺 謬岷皇陳 伐 荊銚詣鳥 嫌件券岫紅暢脹牒凋岻峅態 髪 範荊銚詣槌 潔剣嫌岫紅暢脹牒凋岻飯態

 
(12) 

Meanwhile, under MTPA operation, 項劇勅 項紅 噺 どエ , according to 
(11), the relationship between 紅暢脹牒凋 and 荊銚 can be expressed 
by (13).  荊銚 噺 皇陳 嫌件券岫紅暢脹牒凋岻盤詣槌 伐 詣鳥匪岷な 伐 に 嫌件券態岫紅暢脹牒凋岻峅 (13) 

Substitute (13) into (12), the relationship between 紅暢脹牒凋 and 皇鎚暢脹牒凋 can be expressed by (14). 皇鎚暢脹牒凋 噺 紐欠態 髪 決 (14) 

where, 欠 噺 皇陳 伐 皇陳詣鳥嫌件券態岫紅暢脹牒凋岻盤詣鳥 伐 詣槌匪岷に嫌件券態岫紅暢脹牒凋岻 伐 な峅 (15) 

決 噺 皇陳態詣槌態潔剣嫌態岫紅暢脹牒凋岻嫌件券態岫紅暢脹牒凋岻盤詣鳥 伐 詣槌匪態岷に嫌件券態岫紅暢脹牒凋岻 伐 な峅態 (16) 

It follows from (14) that for given 荊銚  there is unique 
relationship between 皇鎚暢脹牒凋  and 紅暢脹牒凋 . Therefore, 皇鎚暢脹牒凋 
can be obtained through adjusting the current angle 紅 to its 
optimal value and vice versa.  
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By way of example, Figs. 2 (a) and (b) show the variation of 紅  and the variation of 劇勅  with the stator flux amplitude, 
respectively, for a prototype IPMSM whose specification is 
given in Table I.   

As it is shown in Fig. 2 (b), when the stator flux amplitude 
increases, 劇勅 initially increases and reaches a maximum before 
decreases. This maximum condition corresponds to MTPA 
operation. It is also evident from Fig. 2 (a), the 皇鎚暢脹牒凋 can be 
found by adjusting 紅 such that 項劇勅 項紅エ 噺 ど.   

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 2.  (a) Relationship between flux amplitude and current angle. (b) 
Relationship between flux amplitude and resultant torque. 
 

From Figs. 2 (a) and (b), 項劇勅 項紅エ  will be negative when the 
stator flux amplitude is smaller than 皇鎚暢脹牒凋, and vice versa. 
This characteristic of 項劇勅 項紅エ  is utilized by the proposed 
control scheme to track the MTPA point.  

C. Virtual signal injection  

The concept of the virtual signal injection (VSI) is briefly 
outlined and more details can be found in [19], [21]. Since iron 
loss has negligible influence on MTPA operation [19], the 
electromagnetic torque of an IPMSM can be expressed in (17). 
Where 懸鳥茅  and 懸槌茅 are the reference d- and q-axis voltages with 
inverter voltage drop compensation, respectively. 劇勅 噺 ぬに 峪盤懸槌茅 伐 迎件槌匪降陳 髪 岫懸鳥茅 伐 迎件鳥岻件槌降陳 件鳥崋 件槌 (17) 

If a small high frequency sinusoidal signal ッ紅 噺 畦嫌件券岫降朕建岻 
is mathematically injected to the stator current angle, 紅, the 
resultant d- and q-axis currents with the high frequency 
component can be expressed in (18) and (19). 降朕 is the angular 
frequency of the injected signal. 件鳥朕 噺 伐荊銚 嫌件券岫紅 髪 ッ紅岻 (18) 件槌朕 噺 荊銚 潔剣嫌岫紅 髪 ッ紅岻 (19) 

Substitute (18) and (19) into (17), the fluctuation of 劇勅 with 
respect to ッ紅 can be calculated by (20). 劇勅朕岫紅 髪 畦 嫌件券岫降朕建岻岻 噺 ぬに 峪盤懸槌茅 伐 迎件槌匪降陳 髪 岫懸鳥茅 伐 迎件鳥岻件槌降陳 件鳥朕崋 件槌朕 

 (20) 
Although (20) is obtained from a mathematical calculation, it 

is equivalent to the effect of a real signal injection since 岫懸槌茅 伐迎件槌岻【降陳 and 岫懸鳥茅 伐 迎件鳥岻【岫件槌降陳岻 in (20) can be considered as 

constants over the period of the injected high frequency signal 
as indicated in [19]. The torque fluctuation given by (20) as a 
result of the VSI forms the basis for extracting 項劇勅 項紅エ  as 
described subsequently. 

D. 項劇勅 項紅エ  information extraction  
Based on Taylor’s series expansion, the left hand side of (20) 

can be expressed in (21). 劇勅朕岫紅 髪 畦 嫌件券岫降朕建岻岻 噺 劇勅朕岫紅岻 髪 項劇勅朕項紅 畦 嫌件券岫降朕建岻 髪 なに 項項紅 峭項劇勅朕項紅 嶌 畦態 嫌件券態岫 降朕建岻 髪 橋 (21) 

The first order term of (21) contains the information of 項劇勅 項紅エ  and it can be extracted by a band-pass filter (BPF) 
whose center frequency is equal to 降朕 . If the output of 
band-pass filter is further multiplied by 嫌件券岫降朕建岻, the result 
can be expressed in (22). 兼 項劇勅項紅 畦 嫌件券態岫降朕建岻 噺 なに 兼畦 項劇勅項紅 伐 項劇勅項紅 兼畦 潔剣嫌岫に降朕建岻 (22) 兼 is the gain of the band-pass filter at 降朕. The first term of 
the right hand side of (22), which is proportional to 項劇勅 項紅エ , 
can be extracted by a low-pass filter (LPF). In this way the 
information which is proportional to 項劇勅 項紅エ  in (20) can be 
extracted by the signal processing. When the output of the 
signal processing unit is equal to zero, the MTPA operation can 
be inferred. Otherwise the information of 項劇勅 項紅エ  can be 
utilized to adjust the stator flux amplitude reference until it 
reaches the optimal value. Details about this adjustment will be 
given in Section III .  

The proposed virtual signal injection for tracking MTPA 
points is parameter independent and is robust to current and 
voltage harmonics which are always present in a real IPMSM 
drive. Moreover, the virtual signal injection does not cause 
undesirable torque ripple, nor incur additional iron/copper 
losses. It is worth noting that due to the inverter voltage drop, 
the reference d- and q-axis voltages may not equal to the actual 
d- and q-axis voltages applied to motor. The voltage drop can 
be compensated by inverter voltage drop compensation 
schemes [23]. Additionally, the inverter nonlinearity effects 
can be avoided by measuring the inverter output voltages 
directly. The measured voltages are filtered by low-pass filters 
and converted into d- and q-axis voltages. After the effect of the 
filters is compensated, the actual d- and q-axis voltages can be 
obtained. Therefore, 劇勅朕 also can be evaluated from (20) when 懸鳥茅 , 懸槌茅 in (20) are substituted by the measured d- and q-axis 
voltages. However, this needs additional hardware such as 
voltage sensors and low-pass filter circuits. In practical 
applications, since the virtual signal injection tracks MTPA 
points by detecting the sign of 項劇勅 項紅エ  and the MTPA 
operation is robust in d-q frame, therefore, even without 
inverter voltage drop compensation, the influence of inverter 
voltage drop on the proposed control scheme is still small. 

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROPOSED CONTROL SCHEME 

In this section, the details for implementing the proposed 
control scheme are described. The proposed control scheme can 
be divided into two parts, as shown in Fig. 3. The first part is a 
conventional direct flux vector control scheme proposed in [8] 
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which is utilized to generate nominal reference flux linkage, 皇陳銚沈津, and reference t-axis current for MTPA operation with 
fast response. The second part of the proposed control scheme 

is a compensation loop based on the VSI to correct the errors of 
the reference flux 皇陳銚沈津 and the observed flux. 

 

 
Fig. 3.  Schematic of proposed control scheme. 

A. Direct flux vector control 

The direct flux vector control (DFVC) scheme [7]–[9] is 
adopted by the proposed control scheme as an example of the 
f-t frame based control scheme shown in Part I of Fig. 3. To 
ensure the IPMSM drive operates within the current and 
voltage limits, the reference torque, 劇勅茅, is limited by (8). A 
predefined look-up table is utilized to produce the nominal 
reference flux amplitude, 皇陳銚沈津. The input of the look-up table 
is the limited reference torque, 劇鎮沈陳, generated from (8). The 
look-up table is computed off-line from a high fidelity 
nonlinear IPMSM machine model based on FE analysis [24]. 
The t-axis reference current, 件痛茅, is generated according to (6) 
and limited by (7). The observed flux amplitude and t-axis 
current are denoted by 皇撫鎚 and 続┏痛 respectively. As proposed in 
[7], the stator flux linkage is directly regulated by the f-axis 
voltage while the t-axis current is regulated by the t-axis 
voltage. More details for the DFVC can be found in [7]. 

However, due to machine parameters variation and 
uncertainty, the accuracy of 皇陳銚沈津 generated from the look-up 
table cannot be guaranteed. Moreover, due to errors in the flux 
observer, 皇撫鎚 and 続┏痛 and the observed angle between the f-axis 
and the d-axis, 絞實, may not equal to their actual values, which 
will also affect the MTPA control performance significantly. In 
order to compensate these errors, an error compensation 
termつ皇鎚 is needed.   

B. Flux amplitude reference error compensation 

The reference flux amplitude compensation term つ皇鎚  is 
generated from Part II  of Fig. 3 according to the VSI and 項劇勅 項紅エ  information extraction described in Section II .  

As shown in Part II  of Fig. 3, the measured d- and q-axis 
currents are filtered by a low-pass filter denoted as LPF 3 to 
eliminate high order harmonics. The filtered d- and q-axis 
currents are transformed into the polar coordinate system by (9) 
and (10) to obtain 紅  and 荊銚 . The d- and q-axis current 

perturbations with the injected high frequency signal are 
calculated from (18) and (19). The resultant torque variation 劇勅朕 is obtained from (20) based on the output of (18) and (19), 件鳥朕┸ 件槌朕, the filtered d- and q-axis reference voltages, the filtered 
d- and q-axis currents, and the measured rotor speed. In order to 
extract the first order term of (21), the torque perturbation 劇勅朕 
is filtered by a band-pass filter (BPF). The output of the BPF is 
further multiplied by 嫌件券岫降朕建岻 before being fed to the low-pass 
filter denoted as LPF 1 to obtain the signal proportional to 項劇勅 項紅エ .  

The output of the LPF 1 is used by a PI controller to produce つ皇鎚. The gains of the PI controller are negative since when the 
stator flux amplitude is smaller than 皇鎚暢脹牒凋 as shown in Fig. 2 
(b), -項劇勅 項紅 伴 どエ  and vice versa. Thus, the PI controller will 
adjust the reference flux amplitude, 皇鎚茅, such that when it is 
lower than 皇鎚暢脹牒凋, it will be increased, or otherwise decreased 
until 項劇勅 項紅 噺 どエ , i.e., the MTPA point is reached. In this way, 
the error of 皇陳銚沈津  is compensated by つ皇鎚 . 皇鎚茅  is the 
combination of the  皇陳銚沈津 and the つ皇鎚.  

It is worth noting that the voltages and currents in (20) are in 
d- and q-axis components, therefore, the VSI based feedback 
loop will not be affected by the inaccuracies in the observed 
quantities, such as f- and t-axis currents, flux amplitude and the 
angle 絞實 . Therefore, although flux observer error may cause 
torque control error, the accuracy of the proposed control 
scheme in tracking MTPA operation of actual torque will not be 
affected. This property will be demonstrated by simulations and 
experiments in Section IV and Section V, respectively. 

C. Flux observer 

For the f-t reference frame based control, a flux observer is 
needed. In this paper, the conventional observer introduced in 
[25] is adopted. The block diagram of the flux observer is 
shown in Fig. 4. However, other kinds of observer are also 
possible for the proposed control scheme.  
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Fig.4.  Flux and torque observer. 
 

The flux observer in Fig. 4 consists of a voltage model given 
in (23) and a current model given in (24), where 皇撫底 and 皇撫庭 are 
the observed 糠- and 紅-axis flux components. 懸底茅 and 懸庭茅  are the 糠- and 紅-axis reference voltages, 件底 and 件庭 are the measured 糠- 
and 紅-axis currents and 肯勅 is the rotor angular position. 

峪皇撫底皇撫庭崋 噺 頒な嫌 岫懸底茅 伐 迎件底岻な嫌 盤懸庭茅 伐 迎件庭匪番 (23) 

峪皇撫底皇撫庭崋 噺 釆潔剣嫌肯勅 伐嫌件券肯勅嫌件券肯勅 潔剣嫌肯勅 挽 釆詣鳥件鳥 髪 皇陳詣槌件槌 挽 (24) 

The voltage model is parameter-independent except for the 
phase resistance. However, at high speed, the voltage drop 
across the resistance is relatively small, and the voltage model 
based observer is accurate at high speeds while its accuracy 
become poor at low speeds since inverter voltage drop is 
significant. The current model is more accurate at low speeds, 
but it is parameter dependent. The difference between the 
voltage model based observer and the current model based 
observer is used by a PI controller to achieve the best 
combination of the two. 行 and 降待 of the PI controller in Fig. 4 
are the damping ratio and crossover frequency, respectively, 
associated with the combination of the two outputs. The voltage 
model will be dominant above the predefined crossover 
frequency while the current model will be dominant below the 
crossover frequency [25].  

The observed d- and q-axis fluxes, 皇撫鳥  and 皇撫槌 , can be 
obtained through 皇撫底 , 皇撫庭  and 肯勅 , as shown in Fig. 1. The 

estimated angle between the f-axis and the d-axis, 絞實, can be 
calculated from (25): 絞實 噺 tan貸怠 皇撫槌皇撫鳥 (25) 

The observed flux amplitude 皇撫鎚 can be calculated from (26): 皇撫鎚 噺 謬皇撫鳥態 髪 皇撫槌態
 (26) 

The observed t-axis current, 続┏痛, can be generated from (27) 
with the measured d- and q-axis currents, 件鳥 and 件槌.   続┏痛 噺 件槌 cos 絞實 伐 件鳥 sin 絞實 (27) 

IV. SIMULATION STUDIES 

Simulations were performed based on a prototype IPMSM 
drive system. The motor specification is given in Table I and it 
is designed for distributed traction of a micro-size electric 
vehicle with peak power of 10 kW at base speed of 1350 r/min. 
The d- and q-axis inductances and the permanent magnet flux 
linkage of the machine are highly non-linear and vary 

significantly with currents because of magnetic saturation. 行 
and 降待 in Fig. 4 are set to 0.707 and 50講 rad/s, respectively. 
The crossover frequency of 50講 rad/s is selected because it 
corresponds to 500 r/min rotor speed and the accuracy of the 
voltage model based observer is satisfactory above this speed. 
The 皇陳銚沈津 is generated from a predefined look-up table. 

TABLE I 
IPMSM PARAMETERS 

Number of pole-pairs 3 
Phase resistance 51.2 mっ 

Continuous/Maximum current 58.5/118 A 
Peak power at base speed 10 kW 

DC link voltage 120 V 
Base/maximum speed 1350/4500 r/min 

Continuous/peak torque 35.5/70 N·m 
Peak power at maximum speed 7 kW 

  
The influences of the flux observer accuracy on direct flux 

vector control and the effectiveness of the reference flux 
amplitude compensation term, つ皇鎚, are studied by simulation 
when the drive operates in the constant torque region with 45 
N·m reference torque at 1000 r/min. A high fidelity IPMSM 
model with due account of temperature effects on phase 
resistance and permanent magnet flux linkage is employed to 
represent more realistic machine behavior in the simulation. 
Variations of the PM flux linkage and the d- and q-axis 
inductances, at nominal operating temperature of 20 oC, with 
currents are mapped in the flux observer and the inverter is 
assumed to be ideal. Thus, the observer will be accurate in 
steady-state if the phase resistance, d- and q-axis inductances 
and the PM flux linkage used in the observer are the same as 
those in the machine model. However, observer errors can be 
deliberately injected in the simulations.    

Fig. 5 shows simulation results when the observed flux 
amplitude, 皇撫鎚 , and the observed angle between the f-axis and 
d-axis, 絞實, are accurate, when 皇撫鎚 is 10% lower but 絞實 is accurate, 
and when 皇撫鎚 is accurate but 絞實 is 10% lower. The MTPA points 
tracked by the proposed control scheme are denoted by the 
triangles and the control results of the DFVC without つ皇鎚 are 
denoted by the squares. The corresponding constant current 
amplitude loci with the ideal MTPA points marked by the 
circles are also illustrated in Fig. 5. As can be seen, when the 
flux observer is accurate, both control schemes operate at the 
MTPA point and the output torque equals to the reference 
torque. Torque control errors occur when the observed flux 
deviates. For example, when 皇撫鎚  is 10% lower, the resultant 
torque is greater than the reference of 45 N·m because the 
reference t-axis current generated by (6) is greater than what is 
required. On the other hand when 絞實  is 10% lower, the 
magnitude of the t-axis current is correct, but its angle is 
inaccurate. Consequently, the net torque production component 
is reduced and hence the resultant torque is lower than the 
reference. However, the proposed control scheme is still 
capable of tracking the reference flux amplitudes to the actual 
MTPA flux amplitude despite of large torque errors. In contrast, 
the observer magnitude error cause a significant deviation from 
the MTPA point with the direct flux vector control without flux 
amplitude compensation, which will increase copper loss.    

It should be noted that torque control error is inevitable when 
the observed flux vector is not accurate. However, the torque 
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error can be corrected by the speed feedback loop in a speed 
servo drive. For EV tractions, the feedback correction will be 
performed by a human driver.   

 

 
Fig. 5.  Influence of the observed flux amplitude error and angle error on 
MTPA tracking of proposed control scheme and DFVC without VIS. 
 

The temperature influence on the proposed control scheme 
has also been studied by employing a temperature dependent 
machine model. From the design data of the prototype machine, 
the stator resistance increases 39% per 100 oC temperature rise 
and the remanence of the permanent magnets decreases 12% 
per 100 oC temperature rise. However, machine parameters in 
flux observer and the model for generating 皇陳銚沈津 assumes a 
constant temperature of 20 oC. The influence of temperature on 
MTPA point tracking performance of the proposed control 
scheme is simulated. The simulation result is shown in Fig. 6 
where the stator temperature in the machine model is changed 
from 20 oC to 120 oC at t=15 s. Due to the machine parameter 
variations with temperature, the flux observer is no longer 
accurate. Consequently, the torque and the optimal flux 
amplitude decrease when the temperature is increased. 
However, 皇鎚茅  which is generated by the proposed control 
follows the optimal MTPA flux amplitude of the new machine 
parameters closely. It follows from the simulation results 
shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 that the proposed control scheme is 
robust to flux observer errors in tracking MTPA points.  

 

 
Fig. 6.  MTPA point tracking performance when temperature changes at 
1000 r/min.  
 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

The proposed direct flux vector control scheme has been 
tested on the prototype IPMSM drive. The motor whose 
specifications are given in Table I is mounted on the 
experimental test-rig as shown in Fig. 7. During the tests, the 
motor was loaded by a dynamometer and controlled in torque 

control mode. The torque was measured by a high precision 
torque transducer. The frequency and amplitude of the virtual 
signal was 1000 Hz and 0.001 rad, respectively. A 4th order 
band-pass filter with 1 Hz band width at the center frequency 
was employed. The 詣鳥, 詣槌, 皇陳 in the current model of the flux 
observer are set to their nominal values, i.e., 0.64 mH, 1.84 mH 
and 0.1132 Wb, respectively. 行 and 降待 in Fig. 4 are set to 0.707 
and 50講 rad/s, respectively. The 皇陳銚沈津  is generated from a 
predefined look-up table. 

 

 
Fig. 7.  Experimental test-rig. 

 

A. Validation of machine parameters independent 
MTPA control  

For the conventional look-up table based direct flux vector 
control [8], i.e., Part I in Fig. 3, the accuracy of MTPA 
operation is highly depend on 皇陳銚沈津 and the accuracy of flux 
observer. However, the proposed virtual signal injection based 
direct flux vector control can automatically and accurately track 
the MTPA points without knowing machine parameters except 
for the nominal machine parameters in flux observer expressed 
in (24).   

In order to verify the MTPA tracking performance of the 
proposed control scheme, experiments were first performed by 
setting 皇陳銚沈津  as a constant value, i.e., 皇陳銚沈津 噺 ど┻なWb. The 
drive was tested at 1000 r/min and torque varied from 5 N·m to 
35 N·m. Since the actual flux amplitude is difficult to measure, 
the measured d-axis current is utilized instead of flux amplitude 
to illustrate the MTPA tracking performance of the proposed 
control scheme. As shown in Fig. 8, the drive is enabled with 5 
N·m reference torque at time=4 s. At beginning, due to the 
inaccurate 皇陳銚沈津 , the resultant d-axis current is quite large, 
about -30 A. However, ッ皇坦  in Fig. 3 automatically 
compensates the error of reference flux amplitude until the 
MTPA point is reached. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 8, for each 
torque step, the proposed control scheme always tracks the 
MTPA points accurately although a small overshoot can be 
observed in the measured d-axis current. The response of the 
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proposed control scheme can be improved by a more accurate 皇陳銚沈津.    
 

 
Fig. 8. Measured d-axis current, MTPA d-axis current, and reference 
torque.  
 

Fig. 9 shows the variation of d-axis current with the output of 
LPF 1 which is utilized to generate 弘皇鎚. As shown in Fig. 9, at 
each torque step, the output of LPF 1 is initially large then 
decrease to zero, which indicates that the MTPA point is 
tracked gradually, until 伐項劇勅 項紅 噺 どエ .  

 

 
Fig. 9.  The output of LPF 1 and measured d-axis current.  
 

B. Independence of flux observer error in MTPA 
operation 

Since 弘皇鎚 is based on measured currents in the d-q frame, 
the flux observer error does not affect the MTPA tracking 
performance of the proposed control scheme. In order to verify 
the independence of flux observer error, the proposed control 
scheme and the conventional DFVC without 弘皇鎚 were tested at 
400 r/min when the reference torque was stepped from 0 N·m to 
5 N·m. The 皇陳銚沈津 in both control schemes were generated by 
the same pre-defined look-up table which was obtained from a 
high fidelity nonlinear IPMSM machine model [24]. The high 
fidelity IPMSM machine model was generated from numerical 
analysis of electromagnetic field based on finite element 
analysis.  

Because of inverter nonlinearity and voltage drop, the flux 
observer illustrated in Fig. 4 may have large error at low 
reference torque and low speed, i.e., low current amplitude and 
low voltage amplitude. The comparison between proposed 
control scheme and the DFVC without 弘皇鎚 is shown in Fig. 10. 
As can be seen, when the reference torque is 0 N·m, the 
resultant d-axis current of the proposed control scheme is 0 A, 
being the same as the MTPA d-axis current. However, the 
resultant d-axis current of the DFVC without 弘皇鎚 is about 10 A 
which is caused by the errors in both the flux observer and 

皇陳銚沈津 . This will lead to large copper loss and inefficient 
operation.  

When reference torque steps to 5 N·m, the resultant d-axis 
current of the proposed control scheme follows the MTPA 
d-axis current accurately, however, the error between the 
MTPA d-axis current and the resultant d-axis current of the 
conventional DFVC without 弘皇鎚  remains large. The high 
MTPA tracking accuracy of the proposed control scheme is due 
to the fact that ッ皇坦 in Fig. 3 automatically compensates the 
errors in both 皇陳銚沈津 and flux observer.   

 

 
Fig. 10.  Comparison between proposed control scheme and 
conventional control scheme at 400r/min when reference torque steps 
from 0N·m to 5N·m.  
 

The MTPA tracking performance of the proposed control 
scheme was also tested at various speeds and reference torques 
in steady state. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show the MTPA control 
performances of the proposed control scheme and the DFVC 
without 弘皇鎚 when the motor drive operates at 400 r/min and 
1000 r/min, respectively. At both speeds, the motor drive was 
tested by varying the reference torque from 10 N·m to 35 N·m 
in steps of 5 N·m. Again, the 皇陳銚沈津 in both control schemes 
were generated by the same pre-defined look-up table as 
described previously. The MTPA tracking results of the 
proposed control scheme are denoted by triangles in Fig. 11 and 
Fig. 12, whereas the control results of the DFVC without 弘皇鎚 
are denoted by squares. Tests were also performed by varying 
the current vector angle while its magnitude was kept constant. 
The results are shown in the curve marked by the crosses. The 
exact MTPA points, denoted by the circles, can be obtained by 
using curve-fitting of the constant current amplitude loci for the 
different reference torques.    

Comparing Fig. 11 with Fig. 12, it can be seen that the 
MTPA tracking errors of the DFVC without 弘皇鎚 are dependent 
on both torque and speed. Since 皇陳銚沈津  generated from the 
look-up table for a given reference torque in constant torque 
region is independent of speed, the deviations of the control 
results must be caused by observer errors. However, although 
the 皇陳銚沈津 and flux observer in the proposed control scheme are 
the same as those in the DFVC without 弘皇鎚  under test, the 
proposed control scheme can track the MTPA points accurately 
and consistently. Therefore, the flux observer independence of 
the proposed control scheme in tracking MTPA points can be 
verified.  
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Fig. 11.  Comparison of MTPA tracking performance of proposed control 
scheme and conventional DFVC at 400 r/min. 
 

 
Fig. 12.  Comparison of MTPA tracking performance of proposed control 
scheme and conventional DFVC at 1000 r/min. 
 

To illustrate the quality of MTPA tracking of the proposed 
control scheme, the experiment results of torque per current at 
1000 r/min obtained from the proposed and conventional 
DFVC without 弘皇鎚 are compared with the MTPA points in Fig. 
13. Again, the good MTPA tracking of the proposed control 
scheme can be observed. It is worth noting that since the MTPA 
points are obtained from curve-fitting of the measured constant 
current amplitude loci and the machine parameters varies with 
temperature during the measurement, the MTPA points in Fig. 
13 may contain small errors.   

 

 
Fig. 13.  Comparison of torque per ampere variations of proposed and 
conventional control schemes at 1000 r/min.  
 

Since the MTPA tracking performance of the DFVC without 
VSI is mainly dependent on the accuracy of 皇陳銚沈津 and皇撫鎚. An 
inaccurate 皇陳銚沈津  and皇撫鎚  may cause large deviation from the 
MTPA point as shown in Fig. 8 at t=4 s. Hence, due to the 
nonlinearity and uncertainty of machine parameters, the MTPA 
control performance of the DFVC without VSI is difficult to 
guarantee. However, the MTPA control accuracy can always be 
guaranteed by the proposed control scheme.   

C. Performance of proposed control scheme during 
payload torque change 

The MTPA tracking performance of the proposed control 
scheme during payload torque changes is shown in Fig. 14. The 
motor was operated at 1000 r/min and a step change in 
reference torque from 30 N·m to 35 N·m was applied. The 
dashed line represents the actual MTPA d-axis currents at 30 
N·m and 35 N·m at 1000 r/min. It can be seen that the 
corresponding d-axis currents generated by the proposed 
control scheme are very close to the actual MTPA d-axis 
currents during the torque step change.  

 

 
Fig. 14.  MTPA tracking response of proposed control scheme to step 
change in reference torque at speed of 1000 r/min. 

 
Fig. 15 shows the response of LPF 1 to the step change in 

reference torque. The output of LPF 1 is proportional to 項劇勅 項紅エ ┻As can be seen, the torque change results in deviation 
from the MTPA operation, and consequently, 項劇勅 項紅エ  is no 
longer zero but it is used to adjust the flux amplitude reference 
until 項劇勅 項紅エ  becomes zero again, i.e., reaching the new MTPA 
point.  

 

 
Fig. 15.  Response of LPF 1 to torque step change at 1000 r/min. 
 

Fig. 16 shows the measured and estimated torque responses 
to a step change in reference torque. The estimated torque is 
calculated from the machine parameters stored in look-up 
tables with the measured d- and q-axis current. It can be seen 
that the torque responds fast and the small error between the 
reference and measurement may be caused by the combined 
effect of the observer error and friction torque which is not 
accounted in the torque reference. 
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Fig. 16.  Measured torque and torque reference at 1000 r/min. 

D. Performance of proposed control scheme at low 
speed 

In order to verify the performance of the proposed control 
scheme at low speeds when the d- and q-axis voltages are small, 
the motor drive was tested at 15 r/min. Fig. 17 shows the 
estimated/measured torque and measured d-axis current 
responses when the reference toque steps from 15 N·m to 20 
N·m. Again the dash line in Fig. 17 indicates the actual MTPA 
d-axis currents associated with 15 N·m and 20 N∙m at 15 r/min. 
It can be seen that the proposed control scheme can still track 
the MTPA point accurately although the torque error is 
noticeable. In order to avoid dividing by zero at very low 
speeds when processing the right hand side of (20), the つ皇鎚 
term can be suspended when the measured speed is below a 
minimum threshold. 

 

 
Fig. 17.  MTPA tracking response of proposed control scheme to step 
change in reference torque at 15 r/min.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

The proposed virtual signal injection based direct flux vector 
control scheme provides a parameter independent and observer 
error insensitive method to achieve accurate MTPA control of 
IPMSM drives in constant torque region. Because high 
frequency signal is injected virtually, the proposed method does 
not cause any additional iron/copper loss and is very robust to 
voltage and current harmonics. The proposed method also 
avoids any torque or speed ripple and resonant problems caused 
by current ripple associated with real signal injection. Because 
the signal injection is based on d- and q-axis quantities, the 
proposed control scheme is not affected by the observer's error 
in tracking MTPA operation. Both simulation results and 
experiment results demonstrate that the proposed method can 
track the MTPA points in constant torque region accurately and 
automatically.  
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